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Welcome beautiful soul!

Did you know everyone has a team of 
guides surrounding and supporting 
them?

You might call them guardians, 
helpers, angels, ancestors, or as I
prefer to call them, your Team of 
Light!

This guide & accompanying guided 
journey will introduce you to the many 
potential guides available to you! 

Lots of love! 

Welcome



Please know everything I share is from direct contact and direct
experience, I've met hundreds of guides for clients and now I'm here to 

help you reconnect to your own beautiful team of light!
 

This Guide is meant to help you expand your consciousness and 
connect to truths hidden deep within. Please consider this work sacred, 

take your time with it, and enjoy the remembering. 
 

The words are encoded and designed to help you remember and 
reawaken long-forgotten knowledge.

 
When you've read through the guide, make yourself comfortable and 

listen to the accompanying guided journey. This is only the beginning.
 

If you enjoy this free Guide then consider taking it to the next level with 
the Cosmic Kindreds Membership!

 
In the membership you find BIG SUPPORT at a SMALL PRICE!

About this Guide

J O I N  T H E  M E M B E R S H I P

Classes + Live Calls + Group Energy Sessions + Regular Channeled 
Energy Reports & Lots of love!

https://starseeddreaming.com/cosmic-kindreds-membership/
https://starseeddreaming.com/cosmic-kindreds-membership/
https://starseeddreaming.com/cosmic-kindreds-membership/


It's true, every single soul has a group of helpers loving 
and supporting them on their journey!

 
These helpers can take many forms, from spirit animals to 

light beings, to ancestors.
 

Some are with you from the time you became a soul, 
others join you for a short time to help you with a certain 
task. My experience is that most people have about 3-5 

main guides and several more "specialized" guides.  

E V E R Y O N E  H A S  A  T E A M  O F  L I G H T !

Introduction



Guides will never trample upon your free will, to do that 
would violate a core universal directive. But they do nudge 
you, support you, and drop synchronicities on your 
pathway. 

If you ask your guides for help, they can show you the best 
way forward. This often happens in dreams, where people 
are most receptive, or with a series of synchronistic 
events.

Sometimes you'll get a claircognizant "hit" in the form of a 
thought that just pops into your mind, seemingly from 
nowhere.

And other times we've made agreements with our guides 
to support us in our soul missions. In these cases, they 
may take action on your behalf in accordance with your 
agreements before you incarnated on Earth! 

What do 
Guides 
do?

Start including your Guides in your day-to-day thoughts. 
Say hello to them when you wake up, and goodnight before 
bed. Thank them for their support and invite them to take a 
more active role in supporting your highest good!

B O N U S  T I P :



Etheric guides take many forms. It's always so much fun to see who shows 
up for clients and what messages they bring forward during readings.

 
Oftentimes the person will have an aha moment, where they realize this 
guide has shown up for them before, often in mediation, in a dream, or 

simply a deep knowing that transcends this reality. People will recognize 
that they've been inexplicably drawn to their guides and the connections of 

past lives. Here are just a few of the Guides I have met:

What kind of Guides 
are there?

LIGHT BEINGS - These are pure light with no body or discernable
form. They are the highest vibrational beings. 
ANIMAL SPIRIT GUIDES - These are etheric beings that resonate
with known animals and present as such.
STAR FAMILY (ETs) - These are incarnated (physical or etheric)
beings from other planets, we call the extraterrestrials or star
beings.
GNOMES, FAIRIES, AND OTHER ELEMENTALS - If your soul
mission has to do with the earth and nature, or if you have had past
lives in 4th density realms you'll likely have elementals with you.
DRAGONS - Dragons are so much fun to meet. They are strong
warrior energies and are often accompanying people on "light
warrior" type soul missions.
ANCESTORS - People will often have higher vibrational aspects of
their ancestors joining them on this journey. Even after we die, an
aspect of ourselves in THIS lifetime remains conscious in the
Quantum Reality.

There are also plant guides, planetary consciousness (like stars and 
planets), and even unicorns, yes unicorns do exist. In the ethereal anything 

is possible! And what are the most interesting types of guides I've met?  
Created guides. The guides that are made by YOUR consciousness. 

Incredible, right! 



Every one I've read for has a light being with them, these are beings with 
such a high frequency that they no longer present in any shape or form. They 
have reintegrated into their highest form, light, and geometry. At the highest

levels, they are group consciousness structures.
 

In fact, in OUR highest form, we are also light and geometry. Most light 
beings that show up as guides ARE you. They are advanced higher 
vibrational versions of you existing in higher dimensional realities.

 
These beings of light will speak about bigger more expansive issues, like 

ascension and soul missions, and often bring things back to the 
multidimensional nature of reality.  They see through a lens of unity 

consciousness. They see you not as only a human in this incarnation, but 
rather they see you as part of a vast network of Source's (God's) 

consciousness. They see ALL of you and will ask that you see all of yourself.
 

Light beings are excellent for things related to ascension, the nature of 
reality, your soul mission, and anything that aligns with the highest good of 

all consciousness.
 

T H E  H I G H E S T  V I B R A T I O N A L  B E I N G S

light beings



Animal spirit guides are very common and almost everyone has several of 
these guides with them.

 
Animal spirit guides are not literally the animal they present as, like a fox, for 
example, instead they are energy structures that ALIGN with the animal they 

are presenting as.
 

The fact that they present as terrestrial animal indicates their support for all 
the real-world matters we need help with. Most of us will have a core spirit 

animal with us, and several other "situational" animals.
 

Whether you are in need of abundance, emotional support, moving jobs,
getting married, or anything else related to THIS reality, there's a spirit 

animal that can assist you.
 

Remember that these beings are very wise. In truth, they are aspects of 
yourself in a different dimensional presentation. In other words, they are you.

 
Call in your animal spirit guides to help with any real-world problems. There 

is nothing they can't assist us with.   

H E L P F U L ,  A N D  F O C U S E D  O N  T H E  
H E R E  A N D  N O W

animal spirit guides



Not everyone I read for will have a star being/ET come through, but many do. 
Often these are ancestors from your lives on other planets. Usually family 
from those distant lives. Other times they are representatives from those 

planets, tasked with supporting your soul on your current human mission. I 
often meet mothers, grandmothers, and council members as ET/star allies.

 
These beings are a bit different in that they tend to be actually incarnated 
souls. The guides call these "individual incarnations", meaning they still 

operate from an individual consciousness structure.  
 

Whereas light beings and animals spirits are usually extensions of YOUR 
soul, often in another higher dimensional incarnation, ETs are their own 
souls, connected to you the same way everything is connected but NOT 

actually you.
 

They often show up in their incarnated form, with skin colors like blues, 
golds, and grey. They tend to wear the clothing and adornments of their 
planet. Usually in futuristic utilitarian fabrics or alternately light robes. 

Some are still flesh, others have evolved into etheric beings.
 

There is often some attuning as they need to acclimate to our vibration and 
us to theirs. Star beings will typically speak telepathically, sometimes things 
do get lost in translation, so patience is key, and they usually use advanced

technology or spiritual understanding to connect with us.
 

These guides are excellent in helping us reconnect to off-planet past lives 
and to our physical soul missions (in this body). They are also excellent 

healers of the physical body and can aid in acquiring technological 
inspiration.

Y O U R  L I N K  T O  O F F - P L A N E T  
L I V E S  A N D  M I S S I O N S

Star Family/ETs



If you have a connection to the earth, spend a lot of time in nature, or feel 
your soul mission to assist the earth then you likely have elementals as your 

guides.
 

Like ETs these are typically their own consciousness structures. 
Separate from your own soul, but allies nonetheless.

 
They tend to exist side-by-side with us in the 4th density plane of reality. 

Coexisting with us but rarely seen.
 

Children often connect deeply to these beings, holding a similar resonance 
of playfulness joy, and light, especially the fairies.

 
Gnomes are more of the workhorses of these communities, embodying a 

strong worth ethic and the need to get the work done.
 

I still remember the first time I met a gnome, he looked just as you'd imagine, 
standing about 3 feet tall, wearing all white robes, and a white pointy hat. 

His energy was soft and loving, but he brought a strength of character rarely 
seen in humans. It remains one of my favorite clairvoyant experiences.

 
Elementals will typically show up when you are doing work for the earth, 

whether on the earth's grid, ley lines, or in a forest. They are the guardians of 
these places, and to work in these spaces is to work with the elementals.

Y O U R  C O N N E C T I O N  T O  T H E  E A R T H

Gnomes, fairies, & 
other Elementals



Like most rational people I would have scoffed at the idea of REAL dragons, 
even as energy beings. But that all changed when I met my very own dragon. 

He was enormous, think bigger than a house, and had such a powerful 
energy that I was fairly intimidated from the start. But he seemed to 

understand my hesitation and quickly took me under his wing for protection. 
The safety and love I felt at that moment were unlike any other I have ever 

known, this is dragon magic.
 

Dragons are multidimensional beings (like all our guides) and they have 
returned to Earth to assist in the ascension of humanity. They are ancient and
deeply wise. But they are also full of personality, bold and funny, and one of 

the few guides that have been presented across all ages (young and old).
 

Like ETs and elementals, they are their own souls, not extensions of ours. 
However from the highest perspective, all are one, and one are all.

 
If dragons show up as guides and allies it is likely because you are a "light 
warrior", that is to say, you are a soul whose mission includes bringing light 
to a fallen (or sleeping) humanity. To move against the tide of darkness that 
has taken over this reality and help people reconnect with absolute truth. 

We often call these souls awakened, truthers, indigos, warriors, and the like.
 

There is no more powerful ally for a light warrior than the etheric dragons 
who have come to support humanity.   

T H E  A L L Y  O F  T H E  L I G H T  W A R R I O R

dragons



Many of us have the joy of having ancestors as allies. These are the souls of 
the flesh and blood family of our genetic lineage.

 
To understand how it is possible to have an ancestor as a guide requires 

you to understand how the Quantum Reality works.
 

We all exist within the ethereal soup called the Quantum Reality. Our souls 
are the merge of the Quantum Reality with Source (I speak a LOT about this 

inside our membership community). And every incarnation of you (that 
unique version of you within a specific timeline) is also perpetually held 

within space and time.
 

Simply put, you ARE Quantum Reality.
 

Thus it is possible for a specific version of you to exist in space/time while 
another version of you goes on to incarnate in another reality. We call this 
multilocational consciousness and I discuss this more in my programs and 

community.
 

Now the BEST ancestral guides are the highest versions of those family 
members, the ascended versions. And it's these versions I tend to connect 

with when I do readings (this is because I only align to high vibrational 
beings when doing client work).

 
Ancestral guides are excellent allies for family and emotional healing, 

especially when it relates to blood ancestors.

O U R  C O N N E C T I O N  T O  O U R  B L O O D  A N D  B O N E

Ancestors

https://starseeddreaming.com/cosmic-kindreds-membership/


You are ALWAYS connected to your guides and the universe.

But to consciously connect and start receiving active support 
(above and beyond your pre-incarnated agreements) you'll 
need to reach out. This means saying hello, thank you, and 
making an effort to invite them into your conscious reality.

An excellent first step is to hold a small ceremony and make a 
clear choice and declaration to invite them into your reality.

You may use the following invocation for inspiration,

How do I 
connect?

Did you know the most powerful declarations are made from a 
place of sovereignty? Before you invoke this or any other 
command, step into your sovereignty as a divine being of light, 
as Source, and as All. This will propel your power and help you 
find your greatest gifts! Need extra help, we discuss this a LOT 
in my membership community.

B O N U S  T I P :

I call in the conscious connection, support, and love of my 
highest guides, my guides of the highest light, and in 
service to my highest good. I welcome your presence in 
my life and ask you to support me as I journey. I look to my 
dreams, to synchronicities, to deep inner remembering for 
your messages and signs. I send you gratitude for all you 
have done for me, and while I may not know your name or 
your appearance, I honor you and send you my love. May 
we grow together and connect in heart-based alignment. 
And so it is.

https://starseeddreaming.com/cosmic-kindreds-membership/


New Earth, also known as a higher vibrational timeline for the Earth, 
is all about reclaiming ourselves.

New Earth is about love, it's about unity consciousness. New Earth 
is about connectedness to all that exists.

And your guides can help you evolve into the best version of 
yourself! Not only that, they LOVE to help!

You see many of your guides are you, but in a higher timeline. 
Imagine your better future self sending you tips and advice from 
beyond, that's what your guides do!

And even those guides that are not part of your immediate soul 
group still understand the importance of unity consciousness. That's 
because to exist in a higher vibrational state (as they do), you must 
move closer to Source consciousness and to do that you will have 
remembered that everything and everyone is connected.

So you see they have a vested interest in helping you heal, grow, 
and evolve. The best part is when you can begin consciously 
connecting and getting real-time advice from them.  

What does 
this have to 
do with 
New Earth?



Now that you have journeyed with me through this Guide it's 
time to join me on a powerful Guided journey!

Guided 
Journey

starseeddreaming.com/meet-your-guides-delivered/

I recommend you take a moment beforehand to clear your 
energy and if you are familiar with my triple-layer sphere of 
impenetrable protection, this is an excellent time to lay your 
bubble of peace around you.  

If you haven't watched my Shielding and Protection 
Masterclass you can sign-up here. It's a deep dive into the 
very aligned way of bringing protection through sovereignty, 
an important layer when in a dualistic reality like ours. And 
best of all it's free!

starseeddreaming.com/protection-and-clearing-masterclass-signup/

CLICK BELOW FOR THE FREE ENERGY PROTECTION CLASS

CLICK BELOW FOR THE FREE COMPANION GUIDED JOURNEY

https://starseeddreaming.com/meet-your-guides-delivered/
https://starseeddreaming.com/protection-and-clearing-masterclass-signup/
https://starseeddreaming.com/protection-and-clearing-masterclass-signup/


Guided Meditation

DATE NOTES:

Y O U R  T H O U G H T S



Join our light-filled community with a 
small price and BIG support!

 
Classes + Live Calls + Group Energy Sessions + 

Regular Channeled Energy Reports & Lots of love!

Cosmic Kindreds 
Membership

N E E D  E V E N  M O R E  I N S I G H T  &  S U P P O R T ?

J O I N  T H E  M E M B E R S H I P

https://starseeddreaming.com/cosmic-kindreds-membership/
https://starseeddreaming.com/cosmic-kindreds-membership/

